Mickfield Hostas: February 2016

Dear Subscriber
Whoever said that winter is a slow time of the year?
We have been exceptionally busy preparing for the forthcoming
season and carrying out essential maintenance round the nursery.
We have relocated a selection of every variety we have for sale in a
single poly-tunnel, which now looks highly organised. We will be
finishing the work by concreting the pathways and designing new
plant labels, and signs, ready for when we open on 1st April.
2016 Plant List
Our 2016 Availability List is now online.
This coming season we are excited to be able to offer over 30 new,
and reintroduced, varieties, including:

H. 'Ruffed Up', H. 'Lucky Mouse', H. 'Great Escape', H. 'Sumsational',
H. 'Kiwi Spearmint' and H. 'Colored Hulk'.
We also have good supplies of some of the most popular older
cultivars, which continue to delight gardeners for the way they just get
better and better as they mature.
We are noticing quite a few shoots starting to emerge earlier than
usual. This is a tricky time of year when alternating weather patterns
can do quite a lot of damage to first growth. As ever, we will need to
work with the weather rather than trying to resist it, and do our best
to mitigate any damage. Early leaves can be removed to encourage a
second flush, once the risk of cold nights diminish.
Next month we will bring you the first movie from the nursery
showing the latest developments…
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As spring seems to be
on its way...
we have created a mini movie
of a couple of useful tips Mel
uses in her garden to prevent
snail damage.

2016 Price Freeze
We have decided to freeze
plant and postage prices for
2016, so why not consider
ordering some plants for your
garden this year?
Click on the bag to
find out how...

